Shaunda K. Wenger is an author and awarded
science teacher who grew up among the
mountains and lakes of New Hampshire and then
found another beautiful backdrop in Utah to raise
three children with her husband. With both a
bachelor's and master’s degree in science and
many adventures in the outdoors, Shaunda loves
weaving tidbits of the natural world into her
stories and feels extra sparkly when they pivot on
humor. Her other published children's works
include leveled readers for the school market and
poems in Babybug and Cricket.

Chicken Frank, Dinosaur!
Determined to embrace his ancestry,
a spunky chicken makes a surprising discovery
in this comic-style picture book.
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C hicken Frank tries to convince his barnyard friends that
he is related to a T. rex, but no one believes him. When
results of a DNA test inspire Frank to meet a distant
toothy relative, will he become a tasty chicken nugget or
discover even more connections? Showing friendship and
family can
. be found in unexpected places, Chicken
Frank, Dinosaur! will appeal to both dinosaur and animal
enthusiasts. It offers a perfect blend of humor,
information, and surprise. Entertaining backmatter
allows the conversation to continue about DNA,
evolution, and similarities among dinosaurs, chickens,
and alligators.
32 pages for ages 4 to 8
Written by S. K. Wenger, illustrated by Jojo Ensslin,
published by Albert Whitman Co. 10/01/2021.
ISBN: 978-0807511411 $16.99 hardcover, $9.99 ebook
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"A fun STEM read!"
For kids who like:
Pluto Gets the Call by Adam Rex
This is a Sea Cow by Cassandra Federman
HOLIDAY TIE-INS FOR BOOK ACTIVITIES
Feb 12 Darwin Day
Apr 2 Children's Picture Book Day
Apr 14 Int. Moment of Laughter Day
Apr 25 National DNA Day
June 1 Dinosaur Day
Dec 15 National Cupcake Day
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